
What Participants are saying about Lauren’s 
Improv Sessions

•Lauren's improv sessions help me become more comfortable at speaking before an audience.

•Lauren's workshop was lots of fun. She makes everyone feel comfortable, and it feels so freeing to 
get out of our comfort zones and just let loose.

•There is no end to fun with Lauren. Her improvs are awesome for staff parties. I would love to do 
this again and again. ... This is one of the funniest parties I've been to.

•The improv session was so much fun and got everyone involved. I hope to use some of the games in 
the future!

•Lauren has this magnificent ability at bringing people together with the random thought-provoking 
ideas she puts together. Personally, I have seen her inadvertently build the confidence of others who 
encounter her and her delightful activities.

•Lauren's improv sessions are fun and entertaining. She has a great way of making you feel 
comfortable and even if you're shy, improv won't be as intimidating. You'll be surprised at what you 
learn about yourself and others. It was a great experience and I would definitely recommend it for 
parties!

•Lauren runs an amazing improv program! 2 hours just wasn't enough! Highly recommended.

•Your method of introducing people by doing live interactive improv is very effective. I immediately 
felt a closeness with the people - It makes it easier to talk to people later on.

•Lauren has rekindled my interest in improv and has reintroduced me to it in a manner that has 
made me more capable and cognitive about it than ever. I would wholeheartedly recommend her 
to be an instructor of any sort

•I really enjoyed the improv session! It gave us a chance to get to know other people at the party, 
as well as let them get to know us.
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